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Ground Rules for Working Groups

Have respect for each other.

 Respect each other’s ideas
 Respect the other group members
 Don’t interrupt each other
 Everyone’s opinion should count
 Be honest with each other

All group members should do an equal amount of work.

 Everyone should share the responsibility of the tasks
 Don’t take over and don’t let others take over

Your group should have a common understanding of goals that need to be
achieved.

 Help each other to understand all concepts

Be open to compromise.

 Be willing to cooperate with others on their ideas
 Keep an open mind
 Vote on disagreements

Effective communication.

 Make sure everyone is able to be vocal about their ideas and problems
 Give ideas no matter how “off” you may think they are
 Listen effectively
 Don’t be critical

Time management.

 Attend and arrive on time to all group meetings
 Keep on task (limit talk about non-related events)

Be happy in the group you are in.
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Guiding Principles for Group Facilitators

 Enable systematic working patterns. Establishing a regular programme of meetings,
task report backs and task allocation is likely to lead to effective and productive group
performance.

 Group deadlines are sacred. The principle, 'You can let yourself down, but it's not OK to
let the group down' underpins successful group work.

 Everyone needs to take a fair share of the group work. This does not mean that
everyone has to do the same thing. It is best when the members of the group have
agreed how the tasks will be allocated amongst themselves. Group members also need
to be prepared to contribute by building on the ideas of others and validating each
other's experiences.

 Working to strengths can benefit groups. The work of a group can be achieved
efficiently when tasks are allocated according to the experience and expertise of each
member of the group.

 Spotlight the need for full participation. Group work relies on multiple perspectives.
Encourage group members not to hold back from putting forward their view. Group
members also need to be encouraged to value the opinion of others as well as their own.

 Highlight the importance of developing and practicing listening skills. Every voice
deserves to be heard, even if people don't initially agree with the point of view being
expressed.

 Affirm collective responsibility. Once issues have been aired, and group decisions have
been made as fully as possible, they convention of collective responsibility needs to be
applied for successful group processes. This leads towards everyone living with group
decisions and refraining from articulating their own personal reservations outside the
group.

 Help group members to see the importance of keeping good records. There needs to be
an output to look back upon. This can take the form of planning notes, minutes or other
kinds of evidence of the progress of the work of the group. Rotate the responsibility for
summing up the position of the group regarding the tasks in hand and recording this.

 Foster a culture of honesty. Successful group work relies on truthfulness. Suggest that it
is as dishonest for group members to 'put up with' something they don't agree about, or
can't live with, as it is to speak untruthfully. However, it is worth reminding learners about
the need to temper honesty with tact.

 Help people to value creativity and off-the-wall ideas. Don't allow these to be quelled out
of a desire to keep the group on task, and strike a fair balance between progress and
creativity.
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Group Facilitators

1. Mr. Ghulam Asghar Memon - Dissemination
2. Mr. Idrees Jatoi and Yousaf Shaikh - Textual Material Development
3. Mr. Zahid Jatoi - Teacher Education
4. Mr. Saghir A. Shaikh - Assessment
5. Mr. Mushtaq Ahmad Shahani - Feedback

Terms of Reference

The group Facilitator will bear responsibility for facilitating the proceedings of their respective
groups to achieve its desired outputs by:

1. enabling a systematic time-bound working patterns
2. helping group members to have a common understanding of given information and goals
3. promoting active engagement of groups in discussions, raising issues, and drawing

conclusions
4. producing a full account of all the discussions in the form a report
5. editing of the draft CIF (post workshop document) based on workshop results


